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Abstract: 

In this paper, we discussed several methods and tools for detecting code replication in different dimensions. 

This survey provided an in-depth study of the clone detection methods and tools. From clone perceptions, 

the classification of clones and a general variety of selected methods and tools are discussed. This review 

paper covers the total worldview of clone identification and presents open research procedures in the 

recognition of code clones. 
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1) INTRODUCTION: 

Code segments generally occur due to replication from one location and then rewrite them in 

another section of code with or without changes, they are copied code also known as clone. 

Several researchers have reported more than 20 to 59% code replication. The problem with this 

copied code is that an error detected in the original must be checked on each copy for the similar 

type of error. In addition, the copied code increases the effort that must be made when increasing 

the lines of code. However, analysis on the improved quality code, identification of replication, 

bug recognition, facet extraction, and error exposure are other software engineering tasks. These 

tasks require the extra efforts on semantically or syntactically identical code segments. 

Fortunately, there are a number of comparison and evaluation studies related to many clone 

detection methods. Recently, Rattan presented a methodical investigation into the detection of 

clones. In addition, possible studies have evaluated the approach to detecting clones in another 

context. 

 In this paper, we have given an extensive survey of presently available clone investigation 

methods and tools. We will start with the fundamentals of code clones after their classification and 

comparison of methods and tools in two distinct ways. First of all, the classification of various 

types of clones and their methods and the subsequent categorisation of clone spotting tools. The 

rest of the document is structured as follows. Second part presents the taxonomy of code clones. 

Third part covers the various methods for spotting clones. Fourth part explores the tools for 

detecting code clones. Research gaps are reviewed in the fifth part and finally, sixth part concludes 

the article. 

2) Classifying Clones in Code: Figure 1 characterizes the classification of code clones. 

Classifications of clones are helpful for extending re-engineering and investigation methods. 

Based on the classification of clones, we have discussed the most important types of duplicate 

codes or clones, which occur at the time of reengineering. Then, the duplicate codes are classified 

according to three facets, such as: (1) the likeliness between two code parts, (2) the location of the 

duplicate codes in the program and (3) the chances for refactoring with the clones. 
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       Fig. 1. Classification of code clones 

 On the basis of similarities, clones are of two types, such as: (1) two code parts can be similar 

depending on the similarity of the content in the program and (2) can have same functionality 

without being textually similar. However, clones based on textual similarities are of 3 types such 

as type one (similar parts of code without changes, except changes in whitespace and comments) 

type two (syntactically similar copied code, except for modifications in the names of the 

identifying functions, variables used, types) and type three (similar code parts with or without 

additional changes; the declarations have been modified, inserted or deleted). The syntactic code 

must be measured in this classification which has been changed by the coder after duplication. 

Type 4 clone (similar calculation but different structure) based on similar performances. 

 Mayrand gave the similarity between two functions of three types which are based on   

comparison points, such as the function name, the code design, lexis in the functions and the flow 

of control of functions. A taxonomy for the cloning methods proposed by Balazinska with 18 

different categories that each group of cloning methods considers according to the differences 

between them. Categories specify the amount of method content that has been copied and also the 

type of syntax elements that have been changed. At the level 1, two categories for general 

similarities are identical and external changes. 

 The second instances, symbolic variations and aspects of the method based on three 

categories. The third point is based on the importance of the particular token in the body of the 

method and, moreover, the fourth phase is based on the distinction of the sequence of tokens in the 

body of the function. The 3 types of clones, such as exact duplicate codes, parametric duplicate 

codes and duplicate codes which have other dominant characteristics illustrated by Bellon and 

Koschke to make a good assessment between various investigation tools. The objective of this 

categorisation is to analyse the investigation and the adequacy of the classification of the different 

duplicate code spotting tools. A clone topology with an additional type (type 4) presented by 

Davey which is based on Bellon and Koschke. In addition to this, the researchers detected type 

one to type three clones and type four detection leaving it as task for the future. Kontogiannis 

details 4 types of clones, which are based on a functional replication scheme, such as exact clones, 

similar clones, except those analytically replaced by names of the variables and data types; the 

third are duplicate codes with more adaptations. Fourth is duplicate codes with statements that 

have been inserted or removed. 

 In addition, the taxonomy is related to the position and similarity of the duplicate codes. 

This categorisation is based on position distinctions, as well as on the physical extent between 

clone instance positions. Obstacles are based on the code segments that are in the same file, or 

files in distinct directories can be improved without affecting their external behaviour by using 

refactoring. Cloning instances in an object-oriented system occupy a specific position in the class 

hierarchy. Rudimentary analysis technology is sufficient to extract such assortments for a few 

clones. The illustrations of these types of classifications provided by various researchers are as 
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follows. The first taxonomy of duplicate codes is based on their substantial position in the program 

text. The next taxonomy of clones is based on the type of domain in which they are found, and the 

third is based on clones of short codes. Monden described how to simplify the relationship 

between software quality and code through categorization based on code cloning modules and also 

provided a module taxonomy. 

 Finally, classifications based on refactoring chances have discussed the simplicity of 

extracting copied code from the point of view of refactoring. The classifications of these types of 

variations are based on methods that have been defined outside of the code snippet and on the use 

of variables. Context analysis was proposed by Balazinska to complete the difference analysis of 

code clones. Basically, there are four types of clones and each type is classified as shown in Table 

1 below. 

 

 
 

Table 1.  Code clone properties 

 

 Types of clones and their sub-types are mentioned in table 1. Text-based (type-one to three) and 

on the basis of function (type-four) are some types of similarity based classification.  Type one 

clone has been explained as follows. (1) The exact clone (identical code excluding a few variations 

in comments), Structural type one, three, four as (2) (identical); Structural subset (Type one, two, 

three, four as (3) function). Type two as (1) (modifying the copied code), (2) set (renamed 

duplicate code with renaming). Form 2, 3 as (3) near-miss duplicate codes. (2)non-contiguous 

(Like near-misses between fragments of code are permissible). The gapped form is (1) (add, erase, 

change a section between segments) and (2). Type three, four as (3) reorganized (rearranged some 

lines). Type 4 is interwoven as (1) (making two parts in one part). 

3) Code Clone Detection Methods: 

Analysing similar code investigation methods can be done on the basis of miscellaneous clone 

properties. These code clone properties are listed in figure 2. 

The property of normalization is also listed there which means doing number of purifications 

in the code such as removing white spaces, comments etc. before comparing the code. The actual 

result is shown after the transformation. Crucial role is played by comparison algorithms in 

investigation of dissimilar type of code clones. Complexity of the algorithm is based on its type of 

transformation and comparison technique. The language independency property 
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Fig. 2.   Various types of code clone properties 

verified language sustain of a detection tool. The output aspect indicates what sort of output, or 

both, will occur as a clone class. Duplicate code refactoring involves internal code redesign without 

altering the external behavior. The language paradigm implies programming paradigm that is aimed 

at the specific interesting process. 

 

3.1) Taxonomy of Code Clone investigation Methods 

There are following types of clone detection methods. 

(1) The text based method: The source fragments are analyzed as a subsequence of text in this method. 

There are various alterations, such as whitespace, newline and eliminating comments, all segments 

are textually compared to one another for the purpose of finding related string sequences. A number 

of scientists have proposed numerous clone detection methods based on string / text. Both the lexer 

and the line-based string algorithm are used on tokens for Baker's text line using Dup. A function 

was also employed to classify clones (who have different names of variables).  

 

Nevertheless, clone written in a different style could not be identified and discovery and navigation 

between the copied numbers could not be helped. By using tokens and non-parameterized suffixes, 

Koshke have solved this issue. While authors could neither detect the same and parameterized 

clones nor differentiate them. In fact, the clones that Koshke et al. proposed does not validate that 

the identifiers have been continuously updated.  Karp-Rabin fingerprint something-rithm for clone 

detection by Johnson as well as for the measurement of the text fines for all the source code length 

substring. The whole text of the substring shall be separated in to a series of substrings, because 

each character of this technique comprises of at least one substring. The limitation of this method, 

however, is that the correspondence of 50 lines decreases the number of false positives. The 

grammar system used for the definition of syntactic structures by Cordy. In fact, the developer 

found almost absent copies for HTML web pages. The limitations of that technique are that any 

code could not be normalized and that the comparisons were small. The string-based dynamic 

pattern matching algorithm suggested by Ducasse et al., which is language-independent. 

Furthermore, this technology cannot identify meaningful duplicate code resolution linguistically.  

The Marcuss approach to Late Semantic indexing. In spite of comparing the entire source code, this 

approach detects clones in comments by extremity their comparative domain. The identification 

names cannot detect such types of clones with the same structure. All of the aforementioned 

detection approach shows that the recent approach proposed by Ducasse has used several raw 

source transformations and that the source code is not modified. Although it is not possible to 

analyze and detect whether the cost to the text-based approach is significantly smaller except for 

code that have identifying changes, line split, parenthesis amputation, type, etc. 
 

(2) The token method: The token approach are also known as lexical approach. In this method, the 

complete source code is divided into tokens by way of token analysis and then lexical comes out 

as a set of token sequence. Finally, the order is scanned for figuring out similar type of code. One 

of the primary device of token primarily based method named as CCFinder proposed by using 
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Kamiya. Foremost, the lexer partitions each line of text in to tokens and subsequently forms a 

single lexical order and moreover, the suffix tree matching algorithm is used to find similar sub-

sequences of token sequence. Although, Dup is also a token-based approach tool in the sense that 

it is also used lexer for tokenization as well as for comparisons based on suffix tree matching 

algorithm proposed by Baker. CP-Miner has been introduced to overwhelm the problem of 

CCFinder and Dup, in which a frequent subsequence mining technique is used for duplicate code 

investigation rather than ordered analysis in CCFinder and Dup. Approach for C ++ and C# was 

proposed by Kawaguchi and it could not overcome the problem. 

 

(3) The syntactic method: In this method, the code is viewed as abstract syntax tree. One of the initial 

abstract syntax tree tools known as CloneDR proposed by Baxter. It creates AST with the aid of 

compiler generator and then compares its sub tree by using metrics which is based on hash 

functions. Although, it was not detecting identical clones. To solve this issue, the Bauhaus has 

provided a ccdiml tool by avoiding the uses of hashing and similarity metrics. However, it was 

incompetent to verify the renamed identifiers. Yang has presented one of the grammar-based 

approach. It is used for finding the syntactic variations by creating their parse tree and then apply 

run-time programming technique for identifying similar sub tree. Wahler explored the approach to 

detect the exact and parameterized clone. This approach foremost converts the AST into XML and 

subsequently used frequent item set data mining technique for extracting the clones.  

(4) The semantic/PDG method: This approach used the control flow and data flow for clone detection 

semantically and syntactically. PDG-DUP is one of the most prominent PDG-based clone 

detection approach proposed by Komondoor and Horwitz. It is based on program slicing technique 

for identifying PDG sub graph without changing its semantics behaviour. Further, the same slicing 

based clone analysis approach accomplished by Gallagher and Lucas. They compute slices of 

program on all the data variables of a program but could not figure out any analysis result. 

(5) The syntactic method: In syntactic methods dissimilar metrics are gathered such as functions, lines 

etc. from code parts and then evaluates that metrics. Mayrand computed metrics from expression, 

layouts and control flow for each function elements of a program and then similar metrics returned 

as software clones. It detects function-based copy-paste instead of segment-based copy-paste 

which occurs recurrently. The feasible matches identified by an abstract pattern tool which is 

based on markov model provided by Kontogiannis. The authors used metrics for clone detection 

which is extorted from an AST of the code and then match detection is done by using dynamic 

programming. However, it was unable to identify copy-pasted code rather than it only measures 

similarity between the codes.  

(6) The semantic method: The semantic method is a collection of several approaches. The tree and 

token based-hybrid approach proposed by Koschke for finding type-one and type-two code clones. 

In this method authors generate suffix tree for serialized Abstract syntax tree. The Microsoft’s new 

phoenix framework, was also used for the detection of function level clones with the same 

approach. It can detect exact function clone as well as parameterized clone with identifier 

renaming not data type changes. 

The analogous approach was proposed by Greenan for detection of 
method level clones with the sequence matching algorithm. Jiang et al. who 
explored AST in Euclidean space which is used for the computing vectors as 
well as group and these vectors are on the basis of similarity and it is used 
through the Locating Sensitive Hashing (LSH). A dynamic pattern matching as 
well as characterized based hybrid approach which is provided by Balazinska. In 
this method of cloning each body is computed with the quality metrics and then 
it evaluates identified clusters and it can be used on the basis of Patenaude’s 
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metric-based approach. Further, it was also unable for data flow detection, in 
this method clones are detected at the coder’s level. 

The above-explained survey has been presented in the graph. 

 
       Fig. 3. Survey of code clone detection methods. 

4) Comparing various Clone Detection Tools: 

The software tools which is used to detect clones are multivariate and their abstraction 

which entails a methodical scheme for recounting their property. This table explains the 

assessments of different tools and methods. The first column has the name of the author, and the 

second column has the name of the tools. The third column signifies the methods, fourth column 

imply the supported languages and fifth column implies the tools domain. 
Author Tools Methods Supported-language Domain 

Baker  Dup Line/Text based C, C++, Java CD/Linux 

Kamiya, CCFinder Transformation/Token 

comp. with suffix tree 

C, C++, Java, 

COBOL etc. 

CD/Windows/NT 

Bellon Ccdiml 

(Bauhaus) 

AST/Tree Matching C, C++ CD/Linux 

Krinke Duplix PDG, graph Matching C? CD 

Table 2.  Assessment of different tools and methods 

5)  Issues in Spotting Code Clone: 

If we talk about the clone investigation approaches for the investigation of non-trivial 

duplicate code. So there is no such a code clone technique. As we know that every tool has its own 

issues, which makes it difficult to define which is realistic for clone detection. The type-one as 

well as type-two duplicate codes are easily spotted if we compare with type-3 and type-4. The 

PDG method can only figure out type-three and type-four duplicate code but only issue of this 

algorithm is that it is producing many variants of the similar code. Therefore, it is an important 

tool for such type of methods and tools that may overcome the restrictions of existing methods for 

similar code investigation. 

6) Conclusion: 

The code-clone investigation is an issue in the software industry so it degrades the 

software’s unambiguousness as well as maintainability. Therefore, its analysis and detection is 
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very necessary for improving the quality. In this paper, our main discussion is in terms of 

attributes based on duplicate code categorization, classification of similar code investigation tools 

as well as these approaches like text based, token based, tree based, PDG based, metric based and 

hybrid methods on the basis of their property and sub-property. However, there are so many other 

algorithms which have been developed and these are based on above-mentioned approaches, but 

still some investigation of clones whose precision and productivity is a potential issue. Therefore, 

there are various algorithms for clone detection in which some algorithms are less efficient when a 

huge system is to be compared. This report represents an extensive comparison of tools and 

methods as well as research gaps in clone detection so that can easily select an appropriate method 

according to the necessity and can analyze chances for hybridizing various methods that may 

overcome the existing research gaps in similar code spotting algorithms. 
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